YOUR BIKE. CUSTOM MADE.
2023

ABOUT US

OUR
BIKES.
CUSTOM
MADE.
With our custom made concept we offer you a perfectly tailored product
with the highest quality standards and attention to detail. Through an
almost personal relationship with the bike as well as a sustainable manufactory philosophy, we build individual bikes without overproduction.

Our expectation is to produce e-bikes and bikes that make you happy
and contribute to healthier mobility. Discover the diversity of our 2023
collection and configure your individual dream bike.
Custom Made makes it possible.
#mybikecustommade
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CUSTOM MADE BY PHILIPP

“My name is Philipp. My job is to look after
our customers and keeping them perfectly
informed, both analogously and, above all,
digitally. I ride the AEB 890 Smooth in the
new Ocean Blue matt color.
This is my bike. Custom Made.“

CUSTOM MADE BY KATHI

“My name is Kathi. I take care of our customers‘ needs and make
it easier for them to market dream bikes. I ride the SEB 990 Smart
Range with the big 750 Wh battery. This is my bike. Custom Made.“

CUSTOM MADE BY FLO

“My name is Flo. I make sure the software and
servers are working to ensure our production
never stalls. I ride the 45 km/h Speed 4Five.
This is my bike. Custom made.“

CUSTOM MADE BY LENA

“My name is Lena. In the final stage of
production I make sure that your bike arrives
perfectly assembled. I ride the new 6TY with
trapezoidal frame in our sustainable Eco
Grey. This is my bike. Custom Made.“

WHICH BIKE IS PERFECT
FOR ME?
AEB, SEB, 6TY,... Many names and you don‘t know how to find the perfect bike for your
needs? With this table we want to make it easy for you to find the perfect base model for
your personal configuration.
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Motorisation

OUR MODELS SIMPLY EXPLAINED
We have named our models in a way that you can quickly recognize the important features from the name of the model: which drive system is installed in the e-bike, where is
the battery positioned and which purpose is the bike best suited for?

CATEGORY

E-BIKE
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SPECIAL FEATURE
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BOSCH ACTIVE LINE PLUS
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BOSCH PERFORMANCE LINE
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BOSCH PERFORMANCE LINE CX

CARBON
FOLD
RANGE
SMART
SMOOTH

CONFIGURE THE BIKE OF YOUR DREAMS
on konfigurator.velo-de-ville.com
In our configurator you‘ll find the full range of possibilities. Choose your
basic model and a shifting system and you can easily put together your own
personalized bike.

EQUIPMENT PACKAGES OR
SINGLE OPTIONS
With our equipment packages you have the choice to replace several bike components at once. Every equipment package makes the selected basic model
even more individual and adapts it exactly to your intended use and your visual
ideas. If you want to choose every single detail yourself, you are sure to find the
right one for your unique dream bike with our endless configuration options. For
more information and personal advice, please contact our dealers or online consultants.
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ALLROUND

CUSTOM MADE BY ANDREA

“My name is Andrea. At the reception, I greet
our guests and make sure everyone is comfortable. I ride the AEB 890 Deep in classic
night blue. This is my bike. Custom Made.“

FOR EVERY TOUR,
FOR EVERY DAY
Bikes of the Allround series impress with their suitability for everyday use in any situation. Long tours in a comfortable riding position are
a piece of cake, especially if the right motorization has been selected.
Medium-wide tires, solid suspension and touring-friendly overall equipment
round off the models.
There are various frame types and a huge range of options to choose
from. With the Bosch motors there is now the choice between the proven
and popular BES2 system and the new smart BES3 system.
(For differences feel free to use the purchasing guide on our website).

Many options for
individualization
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Optimal geometry for
long tours

Learn more about
our Allround-models

SUV

CUSTOM MADE BY ANDRÉ.

“My name is André. I make sure that
my colleagues always have functioning software and hardware. I ride the
SEB 890 Smooth in chic Crystal Pearl.
This is my bike. Custom Made.“

VERSATILE
AND FAST
Our SUV bikes perfectly combine sportiness with the riding comfort of a trekking bike. Due to the wide tires, they are not only at home on most surfaces,
but also benefit from the better suspension of the tires.
The 27.5 inch tires bring a more direct controllability and much more agility.
This guarantees a sporty driving style.
Choose from different frames, colors and many components the perfect SUV
combination for you.

Sporty driving guaranteed

Comfort and safety with
wide tires
Learn more about
our SUV-models
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FULLY TOUR

FULL
COMFORT
Full suspension frame

Belt drive possible

If comfort is important to you when cycling, you like to relieve your back
and do not want to feel every bump on the road, then our Fully Tour category is just right for you. Due to the full-suspension frame and wide
tires paired with a classic trekking geometry, the FEB series guarantees
pure riding comfort. The custom made principle also allows perfect
individualization options.
At the same time, the bike remains sporty and nippy and is perfectly
equipped for steeper climbs and longer tours thanks to the Bosch Performance CX motor.

CUSTOM MADE BY LARS

Learn more about our
Fully-Tour-models
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“My name is Lars. I take care of keeping
our machines and fleet always functional.
I ride the FEB 990 Deep with full suspension frame. This is my bike. Custom
Made.“

URBAN MOBILITY

FOR YOUR
URBAN
LIFESTYLE

People who live in the city or travel to the city often

The category also includes two models with a drive

have very special demands on their bikes. For many,

system from neodrives.

the weight plays a key role, for others the speed to
quickly master even longer distances to work matters.

The Tour 2Five and Speed 4Five are models that impress with a rear motor and a Pinion gear system. The
Speed 4Five is an S-pedelec with pedal assistance up

We have a solution for everyone: The Urban Bike 6TY

to 45 km/h, while the Tour 2Five supports up to 25

with the new Fazua engine impresses with its weight

km/h.

of around 20 kg. It is a real eye-catcher in terms of
design, with the motor and battery only visible at second glance.

CUSTOM MADE BY MAX

“My name is Max. I look after our dealers
so that they can advise you perfectly. I
ride the new 6TY with the powerful Fazua
engine. This is my bike. Custom Made.“

Perfect for every scenario

Modern, urban design

Learn more about our
Urban Mobility-models
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COMFORT

CLASSIC AND
COMFORTABLE
The CEB collection is expanded this year with a real highlight: a carbon
e-bike for maximum comfort and minimum weight around 20 kg.

CUSTOM MADE BY KATJA

“My name is Katja. In the HR department,
I keep my colleagues‘ backs free so that
everyone can focus on perfect bikes. I ride
the ultra-light CEB 900 Carbon. This is my
bike. Custom Made.“

Learn more about our
Comfort-models

COMPACT

COMPACT
POWER
The compact class is growing: In addition to the popular KEB, the collection will be expanded this year with the KEB Fold. A foldable compact bike
with Bosch motor - small, agile, lots of power.

Learn more about our
Compact-models
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BICYCLES

We still have them: bikes driven by
muscle power. Choose your basic
model from three categories and
configure your bike to work perfectly for you and your needs.
Our A-series offers pure trekking

FOR PURISTS
WITH AMBITION

pleasure for long tours, while the
L-series is aimed primarily at the
sporty rider.
The V-Series offers riding comfort
paired with stylish details and a
clear focus on design.

Learn more about
our bikes
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IT´S YOUR
TURN!
CONFIGURE YOUR DREAM BIKE
AND EXPERIENCE CUSTOM MADE
ON VELO-DE-VILLE.COM OR AT
ONE OF OUR DEALERS.

AT Zweirad GmbH
Zur Steinkuhle 2
D-48341 Altenberge
Phone: +49 (0) 2505 93 05 0
E-Mail: info@velo-de-ville.com
www.velo-de-ville.com
Errors and omissions excepted, Illustrations similar.
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Your dealer:

